
00:26:27 sougata dutta: thanks Gordon for joining. 

00:27:32 Jitin Khanna: I am interested to attend all future webinars. please send me the invite 

to register for these Webinars 

00:35:54 Samba: Where does SAP Data Intelligence fall in this category? 

00:37:40 sougata dutta: SAP Data Intelligence Cloud is a comprehensive data management 

solution. As the data orchestration layer of SAP Business Technology Platform. 

00:39:22 Lynton Grice: For customers moving to BW/4 HANA --- is their any concern it will be 

"dis continued" in years to come or will it be positioned as the "on prem" long term option on the SAP 

Data Warehouse roadmap? 

00:40:54 Toros Aledjian: Our Upcoming Events 

 

 

Episodes in our Series 

June 28  How to integrate SAP Process Automation with Procurement 

https://webinars.sap.com/eur/2022-06-22-sap-ie-btp-hyper-automate-webinar/en/home 

July 12  Learn how to integrate SAP Process Automation with Finance 

https://webinars.sap.com/eur/2022-06-22-sap-ie-btp-hyper-automate-webinar/en/home 

July 26  How to integrate SAP Process Automation with HXM 

https://webinars.sap.com/eur/2022-06-22-sap-ie-btp-hyper-automate-webinar/en/home 

August 9  How to integrate SAP Process Automation with CX (Customer Experience) 

https://webinars.sap.com/eur/2022-06-22-sap-ie-btp-hyper-automate-webinar/en/home 

  

Other Events 

June 22  Streamline your Transformation w/ Custom Code Migration & Analysis Tools on SAP BTP 

w/ RISE 

https://webinars.sap.com/eur/2022-06-22-sap-ie-btp-ccm-webinar/en/home 

00:42:11 bala: On our current on-premise BW systems are using AO and BOBJ and SAC.... What 

happens to the reports via AO and BObj… Is there a conversion process? Right now SAC does not have 

all the features in BObj 

00:44:45 Srinivas Jonnavittula: what is the roadmap for BPC embedded in BW? Will BW bridge 

consider this? 

00:45:38 Jitin Khanna: SAP should provide integration capabilities to move on prem reporting 

solutions to BW Datawarehouse cloud. 

00:47:43 Kesava M: We have BOBJ 4.2. Can we still use BOBJ on BW Bridge? 

00:47:56 Gordon Witzel, SAP: SAP BW/4HANA is positioned as our long-term DW on-prem 

product. We have a roadmap with a lot of innovations and a commitment until at least 2040. 



00:49:01 Gordon Witzel, SAP: Here is the BW/4HANA Roadmap. We plan a lot of innovation 

for the upcoming years. 

https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?PRODUCT=73554900100800000681&range=FIRST-LAST#Q2%202022 

00:49:54 Bibek Kumar Patro: how to replicate BEx Queries in Bw bridge? 

00:50:45 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Srinivas: BPC is not part of the BW Bridge offering. SAP 

Analytics Cloud Planning is the target solution in the public cloud with SAP Data Warehouse Cloud as the 

data planning foundation. 

00:51:50 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Bibek: BW Queries to BW Bridge is planned for Q3/2022.  

https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?PRODUCT=73555000100800002141&BC=000D3ABE772D1EECA5C28

8670AE7A46E&range=2022Q1-2022Q4#;INNO=000D3ABE772D1EDCA2EEED9570B52137 

00:52:12 Saurabh: @Gordon Witzel----- then can we safely assume that DWC is the cloud 

version for SAP BW 4HANA? 

00:53:32 Gordon Witzel, SAP: No SAP DWC is our public cloud offering for a Data Warehouse 

based on modern UI's and features. We are providing different features and it is build to support 

different personas in your company. 

00:54:55 Floris.Padt: Does DWC support non-cumulative reporting? 

00:55:18 Rey Ruiz: Wat is the difference between using SAP BW Bridge and Just connecting 

SAP DWC to SAP BW thru RFC? 

00:55:40 David.Chung, Florida Crystals Corp.: Does BW data physically move to DWC? 

00:56:13 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Floris: Not yet, but planned and part of the BW query transfer 

roadmap. Currently snapshot models to support inventory keyfigures are supported in DWC. 

00:57:20 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Rey: The benefit of BW Bridge is that you are able to 

decommision your BW on prem once the dataflows and data are transfered to the Bridge. 

00:59:00 Deepak: what is the best and least resistant approach to move from BW/hana to 

BWC (full transition, not hybrid option) 

00:59:01 Rey Ruiz: Is the BW bridge like CI-DS   

00:59:58 Bibek Kumar Patro: Does BW Bridge support non-odp datasources? 

01:00:16 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Rey: Connection from SAP BW bridge to source systems is 

ODP based 

01:01:01 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @bibek: This is not part of the concept. All other datasources 

can be connected to SAP DWC natively without the need to use the Bridge in between. 

01:03:12 Rey Ruiz: So when  SAP BW is migrated to BW bridge then data will stored in SAP 

DWC and SAP BW can be commisioned? 

01:03:21 Rey Ruiz: decommisioned 



01:03:34 Toros Aledjian: Our SAP Contacts 

 

Dan Yu  dan.yu@sap.com 

Naji, Ammar a.naji@sap.com 

Sougata Dutta sougata.dutta@sap.com 

Justin Lynch justin.lynch@sap.com 

01:05:42 Bibek Kumar Patro: Connecting non ODP datasource to SAP DWC natively will not 

make use of existing logic in SAP BW. In this case, we need to continue SAP BW as well Bridge for Non 

ODP and ODP datasources..Am I correct? 

01:07:15 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Bibek: Yes, this is correct so far. Therefore we plan to enable 

DWC tables to SAP BW Bridge to reuse existing abap based logic in SAP BW bridge.  Here is the roadmap 

item: 

https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?PRODUCT=73555000100800002141&BC=000D3ABE772D1EECA5C28

8670AE7A46E&range=2022Q1-2022Q4#;INNO=000D3AAADBCE1EEC8FC7403F8FE56994 

01:07:49 Rey Ruiz: How is SAP charge License Fee  for SAP BTP and SAP BW bridge ? I  know 

SAP DWC is by the size of the tenant. 

01:08:55 Ammar Naji: hi Rey, customers can choose a size of BW bridge and add it to their 

subscription. BW bridge will be resource base as well 

01:10:06 Jitin Khanna: Are we going to have a BW Bridge modelling separate tool in eclipse for 

BW Bridge development in future..? 

01:10:09 Ammar Naji: here is a link to the DWC calculator and the add on options: 

https://dwc-pricing-calculator-sac-saceu10.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/index.html 

01:11:12 I049516: is the BW Bridge SPACE in DWC virtual or Physical tables with data ? 

01:11:23 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Jitin: As you can see on the current slide Eclipse based 

Modeling Tools will be used for BW Bridge modelling combined with the SAP BW Bridge web cockpit 

01:12:42 Rey Ruiz: Will SAP BW Bridge s tore data or just objects and codes and all data will 

be stored in SAP DWC? 

01:12:47 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @I049516: in the BW bridge the data is persisted in physical 

tables. In DWC and the BW Bridge space we are using Remote Tables to connect to SAP BW Bridge. 

01:19:51 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Rey: SAP BW bridge stores the data in physical tables based 

on the BW persistency artefacts (InfoObjects, DataStoteObjects). 

01:21:09 JOakley: is SAP bW bridge used by SAP Analytics Cloud? 



01:22:30 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Joakley: Not direct - we are using SAC on top of DWC. BW 

bridge acts as the persitency layer for SAP on-prem abap based sources. Analytics is part of DWC and 

therefore SAC is connected to DWC. 

01:23:44 Rey Ruiz: when SAP BW is migrated to SAP BW Bridge and SAP DWC, how are 

changes  managed in SAP BW Bridge and SAP DWC 

01:25:22 Rey Ruiz: as compared to SAP BW transports 

01:25:37 Jasper.Visser: Once BW queries are available in DWC, can SAC use these as we 

currently do with a live connection to BW?  Therefore re-using existing SAC stories that are currently 

build on BW. 

01:26:12 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Rey: It is possible to setup 2 DWC systems (one for Dev and 

one for prod) including a BW bridge 

01:26:57 Rey Ruiz: What about transport migration  in SAP BW bridge and SAP DWC 

01:27:07 Chris: Is BW bridge both a transfer tool (move BW artifacts and data to DWC) and a 

federation capability where you only virtually provision data from BW ( similar to SAC live connection) ? 

01:27:43 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Rey: there is no need to “transport" from BW Bridge to DWC - 

the connection from BW Bridge to DWC is via Remote tables. 

01:29:32 Rey Ruiz: I'm asking about transports from dev to qa to Prod fo SAP BW bridge 

and SAp DWC 

01:30:57 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Jasper:  BW Bridge acts as the persistency layer it is not 

designed for analytics use cases (incl. Queries). Therefore we plan to convert the queries to DWC 

(Q3/2022). There is no connection between BW Bridge and SAC available sind analytics should be part of 

DWC. 

01:31:35 Sean Ditny: So BW Bridge is strictly to bring data from other systems into DWC so it 

can be consumed by Analytics? 

01:33:03 I049516: Does the BW Bridge support the use of Cloud Connector ? 

01:34:47 Prasad Bandi: Where is the target BW bridge parameters for the migration provided in 

BW 7.5? 

01:35:52 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Sean: Yes, BW bridge acts as the integration piece for SAP on-

prem abap systems. Analytics is part of DWC and BW Bridge data is connected via Remote tables to 

DWC and this information can be consumed in DWC. 

01:36:52 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Prasad: Please find your answer in detail here: 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3141688 

01:39:28 Jasper.Visser: So what we say is that the 'migration' of BW to DWC using Bridge is 'lift 

and shift' of data models and a complete greenfield for any reporting and analysis.  Is this correct?  

Therefore the timeframe may be much longer than just the migration. 



01:39:57 Toros Aledjian: The Qualtrics Survey is now open 

 

 

 

https://qtrial2019q3az1.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_eEilQy20M5fL15k 

01:40:21 Toros Aledjian: I have 10 ebooks to give away to the first 10 customers who complete 

the survey. Thanks 

01:41:27 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Jasper: Fair to say but please bear in mind that we plan to 

enable the Query transfer from BW systems to DWC which speeds up the reporting and analytics 

development. 

01:42:32 Gordon Witzel, SAP: @Rey: or SAP Data Warehouse Cloud artifacts we recommend 

to use ACN for transports and for the SAP BW bridge objects you can use ABAP gCTS (works similar to 

ABAP transports in the on-prem world). Both transport mechanisms work independently, we 

recommend to (1) transport the SAP BW bridge objects first, expose the data and objects in the SAP BW 

bridge space and then (2) transport the SAP Data Warehouse Cloud objects on top. 

01:42:50 Jasper.Visser: Correct but you mentioned that these queries cannot be consumed in 

SAC directly so how will they be of any benefit? 

01:43:33 Gordon Witzel, SAP: but we will enable a feature to move this queries to DWC 

artefacts - 

https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?PRODUCT=73555000100800002141&BC=000D3ABE772D1EECA5C28

8670AE7A46E&range=2022Q1-2022Q4#;INNO=000D3ABE772D1EDCA2EEED9570B52137 

01:44:34 bala: will the ppt & recording be shared? 

01:48:59 Rey Ruiz: I found the un-mute 

01:53:38 I049516: Great session, thanks 

01:54:49 Toros Aledjian: Witzel, Gordon  gordon.witzel@sap.com 

01:58:55 Rey Ruiz: thanks! 


